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     Abstract: Today, with the invent of modern technological 
applications, it requires a greater security measure to transmit 
confidential data over various unsecure networks particularly in 
the fields of military, medical Infrastructure and so on. It can be 
sent through various communication channels that includes 
multimedia media like audio/video, electronic signals etc. To 
transmit information securely, different methods like 
steganography or cryptography can be used. The term 
steganography has its derivative from the Greek words “steganos” 

meaning hidden or covert and graphia meaning 
writing.Steganography can be defined as a way of  hiding a 
confidential file, text information, or any other multimedia 
content (image, video or audio)into any other multimedia carrier 
file. In this work, steganography based on Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) method is proposed where in the secret data is 
inserted in the modified coefficients of the cover image. The 
proposed steganography method is implemented in the frequency 
domain. This approach caters to the needs of users based on the 
capacity and quality of inclusion data to be transmitted using 
medical images. To attain this, the recommended algorithm 
comprises of converting the message into encrypted text using the 
modified AES algorithm with 8x8 state matrix and incorporating 
information of encrypted text into medical images. Contrasting to 
the spatial domain methods, the encrypted confidential messages 
will be are assimilated into the high frequency coefficients which 
are obtained by applying discrete Wavelet transformation. 
Experimental results reveal that embedding encrypted data using 
DWT technique gives good PSNR values to attain high quality 
stego images. 
 

Keywords :  Cryptography, DWT, MSE, PSNR, RGB color 
planes, Steganography, Stego image  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Access to digital data has been enhanced by the rapid increase 
in the utilization of modern information expertise and the 
progression of digital technologies to hide information 
through various multimedia files. The reliability of the 
technology allows data processing, data storage, recovery, 
control, transfer, information protection and protection 
efficiency and accuracy. The handling of communications 
through digital formats like text files, images,  
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audio and video requires to be reinvented by innovative 
technologies and faster applications so that it should not be 
easier for the attackers and adversaries to obtain illegal access 
to the original information.  
However, the interchange or flow of data through the network 
(LAN or Internet) is easy to access from anywhere, which 
opens the door to many security threats. Therefore, 
considering for a long time to protect the confidentiality of the 
anticipated message, individuals began towards looking for 
new techniques to protect the informations. Two of the most 
ideal techniques for hiding sensitive and critical data is 
Cryptography and Steganography [1,2,3].Much attention has 
been received in the distributed system for the protection of 
intellectual property rights and the security of the digital data 
across various communication medium. Therefore, it presents 
new challenges for researchers. The general idea behind 
steganography is to hide information in digital format. By 
doing so it creates an invisible communication channel on the 
network. The information that has to be secured is embedded 
into a visually seen image or any other multimedia carrier and 
is usually hidden from the adversaries. Digital watermarking 
is yet another specific way of concealing information into 
images. The digital watermarking can be defined as a of 
process where sensitive information or message is inserted 
into digital carrier files and subsequently permits extraction or 
detection of the embedded data for a variety of purposes such 
as copyright protection and data access control. The digital 
watermark has become a vigorous and significant study in 
research field of Information security. In watermarking uses, 
such as copy right security and validation, there are 
aggressive partners trying to eliminate, disable or falsify 
watermarks.  With the concealment of information, there 
would be no aggressive attackers as the information would be 
hidden into a different file. Nevertheless, this way of 
information concealment expertise must be robust and 
complex against inadvertent distortion. Unlike the 
concealment of information and the watermark, the core aim 
of steganography is to transfer the information securely in a 
entirely impossible manner to track. Steganography extension 
technology shares the important goal of maximizing stego 
channel capacity, making it robust and imperceptible. 
Steganography techniques can be classified into following 
techniques based on processing of pixels or image 
coefficients: 

 Spatial domain: In this technique, the processing is 
straight away applied to the pixel values of the image 
or when changing pixel values. (Bit plane, LSB, 
pallet centred methods) 
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 Frequency Domain: The basic step is to make use of 
mathematical tools to convert the image data into 
frequency domain coefficients.  
Subsequently, then the data is inserted in frequency 
domain coefficients according to various data 
physiognomies spawned by these transformations.  

The expected transformation domain of steganographic 
schemes is to improve the balance of robustness, security and 
fidelity over spatial domain schemes. 
A wavelet can be defined as a mathematical function wherein 
a given continual time signal data is divided into various 
frequency components. A wavelet can be defined as a 
indigenous change in a one-dimensional acoustic signal, or a 
local change in the details of a two-dimensional image. By 
using steganographic methods we can embed the secret data 
into regions that are not noticeable by human eyes and this can 
be achieved by hiding data into detailed sub bands of HL and 
LH coefficients. 
The Discrete Wavelet Transform [4] is a technique where the 
secret data can be effectively embedded in the recognized 
portions of the cover image. In DWT technique, the 
information is separated into it’s high and low frequency 

constituents. The edge information of the signal is stored in 
High frequency component whereas peak signal information 
is kept in the low frequency component. The information in 
low frequency component is again fragmented into high and 
low frequency fragments. To implement DWT in two 
dimensional applications, every level of decomposition 
requires DWT to be accomplished in the vertical way and then 
followed by horizontal direction. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Chan, C.K et.al [5] have proposed frequently used 
steganographic technique known as Least Significant Bit 
Substitution (LSB) technique. In this LSB method the secret 
data is inserted into least significant bits which have minimum 
weighting and are unable to be noticed by naked human eye. 
In the paper proposed by Chang, C.C et.al [6], a novel method 
in spatial domain is proposed where the correlation between 
adjoining pixels of the images are exploited to define the bit 
number that is used to embed the secret data.  
I. Khalil et al. [7] presented a novel wavelet-based 
steganographic system that combined both encryption and 
data scrambling method to secure patient’s sensitive 

information. In this method patient’s critical data such as 

blood pressure, temperature, glucose reading and other 
biomedical data would be encrypted hidden in the patient’s 

ECG signal. This signal is then directed to the server at the 
hospital through Internet. Only Authorized person will be 
able to decode the concealed data thus patient’s transmitted 

ECG signal is used as a carrier file to transmit the hidden data.  
Athani et al. [8] recommended a new method of hiding the 
data securely inside the non-overlapping blocks of pixels in 
the colour image by making use of sparse representation. In 
this method the sub images of the two dimensional wavelet 
transform for a given color image is used to conceal data 
without  For a given colour image the sub-images of the 
two-dimensional wavelet transform of two colour bands are 
utilized for data hiding without disturbing the image quality . 
Sharma V.K et. al. [9] have proposed a combined method of 
steganography and cryptography. This method makes use of 

two stages: i) Using encryption the secret data is first 
encrypted ,which is the followed by generating a secret image 
from this encrypted message.ii) Next, hide this encrypted 
data, into a cover image by making use of Daubechies 
Discrete Wavelet Transform procedure trailed by 
collaborating operation. Subsequently, performing the 
Daubechies inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) 
process on the cover image, we acquire the stego image. This 
increases the image visual quality of the stego image. 
Dave and H.J. Patel [10] have proposed a new variation of 
image steganography which is based on LSB. In this method 
both the communicating parties must approve on a series of 
host images and a assured number of factors. First, the source 
selects a image file among the given set of images and uses 
LSB technique to hide the secret message to spawn the stego 
image. At the receiving end, the designated receiver will be 
capable to remove the hidden message from the LSB bits of 
the stego image with the help of the constraints that was 
chosen during transmission. The probability of predicting the 
parameters is very low. Hence, abstraction of the data without 
these parameters is very challenging.  
Hamad A. A. et al [11] have presented a high capability and 
effective steganography method, in which binary images, 
colour images, and huge text files can all be covered inside a 
single distinct cover image simultaneously using Haar 
Wavelet transform. 
Stuti Goel et.al [12] has have discussed the performance of 
DCT,LSB and DWT techniques and their performance is 
evaluated based on metrics such as MSE, PSNR, capacity and 
robustness. From the results generated DWT provides high 
robustness where the hidden data is extracted in a secure 
manner without degrading the image quality.  

III. DWT (DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM) 

This is another frequency domain where steganography can 
be implemented. To implement lossless image compression 
DWT is used in signal and image processing. DWT is applied 
on a image using Haar Wavelet method where in low 
frequency components are produced by taking the average of 
two pixel values and simultaneously calculating the high 
frequency components by taking half the difference of the 
same two pixel values. DCT is designed by calculating on 
chunks of independent pixels, and this coding might trigger a 
incoherence between blocks causing an aggravating 
obstructive artifact. This shortcoming of DCT is eradicated 
using DWT. DWT is applied on complete image and gives 
improved compaction rate. DWT splits the obtained 
frequency components into various sub bands as defined 
below: 

 
The confidential message can be concealed in the LH, HL, 
HH frequency bands as these contain insignificant data.  
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The LL sub band is not altered since it is the low frequency 
sub band and is clearly very sensitive to naked human eye 
vision. Hiding secret data in high frequency bands will not 
degrade the quality of the stego image. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, the proposed method presents a innovative 
method to embed confidential data in the mask, which uses 
certain areas rather than embedding data anywhere in the 
image. Before hiding the data , skin color detection method is 
accomplished on the input cover image by using the Hue, 
Saturation and Brightness (HSV) color space. The skin area 
of the cover image is cropped to improve security of the 
message. This cropped area works like a key on the decoding 
side. The embedding can be done in the G or B plane, but it 
cannot be done strictly in the R plane because the influence of 
the R plane in flesh color is greater than the G or B plane.  
Therefore, if the value of Pixel of the R plane, the detection of 
skin on the decoder side provides a different mask than the 
encoder side, so the decoder side will not get any data. When 
leaving the R plane, one of the two planes for the cover image 
is converted to the frequency domain by applying Haar-DWT. 
Lastly, the confidential data is embedded in one of the high 
frequency sub bands, by tracking the mask pixels of that band. 
With this method the embedding operation affects only a 
specific region of interest (ROI), not the entire image. 
Therefore, it is advantageous to use objects in the image. The 
figure 1 shows the proposed methodology. 

 
Fig 1: Recommended Methodology for hiding data in 

Image using DWT technique 
Assume C is the cover 24-bit colour cover image of M×N 
Size. It is represented as: 

 
Let the representation of the size of cropped  image be 
denoted as Mc×Nc where Mc ≤M and Nc ≤N and Mc=Nc. 
This makes the cropped portion of the image to be in the 
shape of a square, Since we have to apply DWT again on this 
portion.  
Different   stages in implanting the confidential data within 
the cover image is defined as follows:   
Step 1: First apply skin tone detection method on the cover 
image before loading the image. By using this operation a 
different mask image is produced that contains skin and 
non-skin pixels. 
Step 2: The next operation is to clip the mask image (Mc ×Nc). 
After clipping is done on the original image we get an exact 
square area. The clipped region should contain skin areas 
such as face, hand etc. since we will hide secret data in skin 
pixels in one of the high frequency components of DWT. 

DWT is applied only on the cropped part of the original image 
and this will not be detected by the eavesdroppers.  
Step 3: On the clipped area (Mc ×Nc) of the image apply DWT 
and not on the whole image. The output of this process 
generates four sub bands which are denoted by LL, LH,HH, 
HL. The capacity of the image to store the hidden data is 
determined by the number of skin pixels associated in the high 
frequency sub bands. 
Step 4: Now, the process of embedding the secret data is done 
in any one of the 3 high frequency sub bands. Here high 
frequency HH band is chosen to embed the secret data. The 
LL band is not chosen because it contains significant 
information about the image and any variations in this band 
affects the eminence of the stego image and can be visualized 
by naked human eye. Further to improve the security DWT 
process is applied only to the skin pixels of the clipped image. 
 Step 5: Next, to merge the 4 sub bands apply the Inverse 
DWT (IDWT) and a stego image is ready with similar size of 
the original image for further evaluation of the quality.  

 
Algorithm for Embedding Process 

 
Algorithm for Extraction Process 

V. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

The quality of any stego image is evaluated based the PSNR 
and MSE. These two are considered as the performance 
metrics for any steganographic technique. Peak  Signal to 
Noise Ratio PSNR (in dB) is defined in the following 
equation: 

         

The cumulative squared error between the compressed and 
the original image is defined by MSE and is denoted by the 
following equation.  
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where M and N represents the number of rows and columns of 
the image respectively. 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

All the results are simulated in matlab software 2014.This 
paper discusses the methodology for hiding data  in  Image  
DWT technique.  

 
 
                   Fig  3: a)Lung1    b) Lung2   c) Brain 
 
Table 1.  PSNR and MSE values of different cover images 

Image 

Name 
PNSR 

before 

DWT 

PNSR 

after 

DWT 

Image 

Size 
MSE 

after 

DWT 

Lung1 22.197 56.444 800x752 0.053 

Lung2 21.538 56.45 800x739 0.052 

Brain 21.574 56.75 800x490 0.054 

Brain1 21.344 56.09 225x225 0.127 

 
 

Fig  4  : Data Embedding 

 
Fig 5: Data Extraction 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Steganography is used as one of the secure transmission 
technique to hide the secrets into different multimedia carriers 
and to conceal the presence of any private data in it. This 
paper proposes a new technique where both cryptography 
with enhanced AES algorithm and steganography with DWT 
is combined to give more security for transmission of data. 
The experimental work has accomplished DWT to exhibit 
robustness and effectiveness against any attacks. The 
proposed method adopts skin detection method to hide the 
confidential data into images making it perceptually invisible. 
Performance metrics such as PSNR and MSE are evaluated 
and tabulated to show the quality of the stego images. 
Different formats and size of images are to be explored by 
DWT technique.  
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